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By Mr. Nickinello of Natick, petition of Louis R. Nickinello for
legislation to transfer certain transportation regulatory functions from
the Department of Public Utilities to the Department of Public Works.
Transportation.

In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Seventy-Eight.

An Act transferring certain transportation regulatory

FUNCTIONS FROM THE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC UTILITIES TO THE
DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives in General
Court assembled, and by the authority ofthe same, asfollows:

1 SECTION 1. Chapter 16 of the General Laws is hereby amended
2 by striking out section 2 and inserting in place thereof the following
3 section:
4 Section 2. There shall be in the department the following five
5 divisions: administrative services, highway engineering, highway
6 construction, highway maintenance, and rail and bus regulation.
7 Each such division shall be under the direction, control and
8 supervision of the commissioner. The commissioner shall assign to
9 all officials, agents and employees of the department their

10 respective duties. He shall be in charge of one of the above
11 divisions, and shall assign each associate commissioner to be in
12 charge of one of the other divisions, subject to his control and
13 supervision, and he may from time to time change such
14 assignments. He may also authorize the associate commissioners
15 or any of them to exercise in his name any power, or to perform in
16 his name any duty, assigned to him by law, and he may at any time
17 revoke any such authority.

1 SECTION 2. Said chapter 16 is hereby further amended by
2 adding the following section:
3 Section 4C. In addition to and notwithstanding the provisions
4 of section four of this chapter, the commissioner may, in
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5 connection with the carrying out of the department’s respon-
-6 sibilities for transportation regulation, appoint or employ and
7 remove such engineers, accountants, statisticians, assistants,
8 inspectors, clerks and other employees as he may deem necessary
9 therefore, and may appoint on such terms as he deems advisable a

10 counsel and attorneys who, in the conduct of litigation and court
11 proceedings, shall act under the direction of the attorney general.
12 Accountants shall be skilled in the methods of railroad, common
13 carrier by motor vehicle, street railway, or other accounting forms
14 which are suitable in connection with the regulation of private
15 common carriers, as defined in section one of chapter fifteen and
16 under the direction of the department shall supervise the method
17 by which the accounts of such carriers are kept. The commissioner
18 shall appoint one or more competent experts to examine the
19 reports required by section eighty-three of said chapter one

20 hundred and fifty-nine and may, whenever in his opinion the
21 public interest requires, in connection with any proposed issue of
22 stocks or bonds by a railroad corporation or street railway
23 company, employ competenet experts to investigate the character,
24 cost and value for railroad or railway purposes of the property of
25 such corporation or company. The division of rail and bus
26 regulation, established pursuant to section two of this chapter,
27 shall be charged with inspecting and reporting the condition and
28 safety factor of all railroad track in the commonwealth. Said
29 division shall maintain a continuous and up to date cumulative
30 record of all such inspections which shall be available to the public.

1 SECTION 3. Said chapter 16 of the General Laws is hereby
2 further amended by adding after section 24A the following four
3 sections:
4 Section 25. In addition to and notwithstanding any other
5 powers or duties which may be assigned to the department by any
6 general or special law, the department shall have the following
7 powers and duties in connection with any transportation
8 regulatory proceeding, as hereinafter defined;
9 (a) It may summon witnesses, administer oaths, and take

10 testimony. The fees of such witnesses for attendance and travel
11 shall be the same as for witnesses before the superior court and
12 shall be paid by the commonwealth upon the certificate of the
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department filed with the comptroller. The fees of such witnesses
need not be paid or tendered to them prior to their attendance and
testimony. Subpoenas may be issued at the instance of a
complainant, respondent or any other party to any proceeding
before the department under such rules as the department may
establish, in which case the cost of service and the fees ofwitnesses
shall be borne by the party at whose instance the witness is
sommoned, and such fees shall be paid to the witnesses as provided
in the case of witnesses before the superior court.
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(b) No hearing or deliberation shall be undertaken or decision
made by the commission in connection with any such regulatory
proceeding unless a quorum of the commission’s members shall
have participated, and all of such members shall participate in such
hearing, deliberation or decision if so directed by the com-
missioner.
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(c) Any matter in connection with any such regulatory
proceeding may be heard, examined or investigated by an associate
commissioner or by such other employee as may be designated for
such purpose by the commissioner; provided, that said associate
commissioner or such employee conducting such hearing,
examination or investigation shall have all powers and duties
assigned to the commission by paragraph (d) of this section, and
shall make a report in writing regarding every such matter to the
commission for its decision thereon.
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37 (d) In any such regulatory proceeding, when requested by any

party in interest, the commission shall rules upon any question of
substantive law properly arising in the course of such proceeding.
Any refusal of the commission to rule upon such question at or
prior to the entry of a final order or decision shall be considered a
ruling adverse to the party requesting the ruling.
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An appeal as to matters of law from any final decision, order or
ruling of the commission may, within twenty days, be taken by an
aggrieved party in interest to the supreme judicial court, by filing a
written petition praying that the decision, order or ruling of the
commission be modified or set aside in whole or in part.
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Said aggrieved party in interest, hereinafter referred to as the
appellant, shall file with said petition a certificate that he is of the
opinion that there is such probable ground for the appeal as to
make it a fit subject for judicial inquiry and that it is not intended
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52 for delay, and double costs may be assessed by the court upon any
53 such party whose petition shall appear to the court not to be a fit
54 subject for the judicial inquiry or shall appear to be intended for
55 delay. The appellant shall also provide at such time notice and a
56 copy of the petition of such appeal to the commission and to any
57 party in interest.
58 The record on appeal shall include one copy of the petition ofthe
59 appellant or other original papers, and of the decision, order or
60 ruling of the commission. If and to the extent that either the
61 commission or the appellant or any other party in interest to the
62 regulatory proceeding so requests within twenty days from filing
63 the petition for appeal with the court, the commission shall include
64 in such record a copy or copies of the exhibits and documents
65 introduced in said proceeding before the commission, of the
66 official report of said proceeding and of the findings of fact of the
67 commission. The commission may charge a reasonable fee for the
68 preparation of copies of any such papers and shall require the
69 payment of any such fee prior to the transmission of any such
70 papers to the court.
71 Each claim of appeal shall set forth separately and particularly
72 each error of law asserted to have been made by the commission.
73 The burden of proof shall be upon the appellant to show that the
74 decision, order or ruling of the commission appealed from is;
75 invalid.
76 Upon the entry of the appeal it shall be heard and determined by
77 the court, which shall have jurisdiction to affirm, modify or set
78 aside such decision, order or ruling of the commission in whole or
79 in part, or remand the proceeding to the commission with
80 instructions subject 1»o review by the court upon further appeal.
81 Any order of the commission shall be effective and may be
82 enforced according to its terms and enforcement thereof shall not
83 be suspended or stayed by the entry of an appeal therefrom. The
84 procedure before said court, except as otherwise set forth herein,
85 shall be that prescribed by its rules, which shall state upon what
86 terms the enforcement of the decision, order or ruling shall be
87 stayed.
88 No evidence beyond that contained in the record shall be
89 introduced before the court, except that in cases where issues of
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90 confiscation or of constitutional rights are involved, the court may
91 order such additional evidence as it deems necessary for the
92 determination of such issues, in such manner and upon such terms
93 and conditions as the court may deem proper.
94 The commission may at any time modify its findings as to facts
95 and its original decisions, orders or rulings by reason ofadditional
96 evidence taken, and it shall file with the court such amended
97 decision or orders and such modified or new findings. If the
98 commission shall modify or amend its original decision or orders,
99 the appellant or any other party aggrieved by such modified

100 decisisons or order may file with the court, within such time as the
101 court may allow, a specification of any errors of law claimed to
102 have been made by the commission in such modified decision or
103 orders, which specification of errors shall thereupon be considered
104 by the court in addition to the errors of law asserted in the claim of
105 appeal.
106 The supreme judicial court and the superior court shall have
107 jurisdiction upon application of the commission to enforce all
108 orders, decisions or rulings of the commission.
109 (e) For the purposes of this section, the following terms shall
110 have the following meanings unless the context otherwise requires:
111 (1) “Transportation regulatory proceeding”, any proceeding,
112 including an investigation, inquiry, examination, or hearing, in
113 which the department exercises regulatory supervision, control or
114 jurisdiction over:
115 a. common carriers, to the extent provided in chapters one
116 hundred fifty-nine, one hundred and fifty-nine A, one hundred and
117 sixty, one hundred and sixty-one, one hundred and sixty-one A
118 and one hundred and sixty-one B;
119 b. Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority, to the extent
120 provided in chapter one hundred and sixty-one A;
121 c. regional transportation or transit authorities, to the extent
122 provided in chapter one hundred and sixty-one B; and
123 d. transportation areas, as provided in chapter one hundred and
124 sixty-one.
125 (2) “Deliberation”, a verbal exchange among a quorum of
•26 members of the commission attempting to arrive at a decision in
•27 connection with a transportation regulatory proceeding before the
•28 department.
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129 (3) “Quorum”, three members of the commission.
i3O (4) “Party”, common carriers, authorities, transportation areas,
131 as provided in sub-paragraph (1) of this paragraph, and any other
132 person in interest as may be determined by the court.
133 Section 26. Upon request of the mayor of a city or the selectmen
134 of a town, or of a member of the general court or of twenty
135 customers of the private transportation company or other business
136 organization affected, a public hearing ordered by the department
137 to be held in connection with any change in rates orreduction in or
138 discontinuance of service, shall be held in the city or town or area
139 wherein the company affected does business or in which any
140 decision of the commission would apply. No public hearings on a
141 discontinuance of service by a common carrier of passengers by
142 motor vehicle shall take place until the expiration of thirty days
143 from notice thereof to the public in the city, town or area affected
144 thereby, and such notice shall be given in the manner provided by
145 section three of chapter thirty A. The department shall, at least
146 fourteen days prior to holding any public hearing under this
147 section, notify in writing the mayor of each city and the selectmen
148 of each town in which the company does business of the time and
149 place of such hearing.
150 Section 27. For the performance of the department’s duties
151 relative to its regulation of common carriers, the department may
152 expend annually, such sums to procure opinions, advice, plans,
153 surveys, appraisals, audits, examinations, statistics, information,
154 apparatus, instruments, books, tables, maps, drawings, supplies,
155 sundries, and for travel within or without the commonwealth and
156 expense incidental thereto, as it may from time-to-time deem
157 requisite in the performance of its duties. It may also from time to
158 time cause to be made a compilation with annotations of the
159 statutes of this commonwealth relating to transportation common
160 carriers.
161 Section 28. Except where a fee is required by another provision
162 of law, and except in the case of a filing by the commonwealth or
163 any of its political subdivisions, the department shall charge and
164 collect the following fees;
165 I. For filing a tariff having intrastate application only, schedule
166 or amendment thereto, and for filing an application for a permit
167 for special service, under section eleven A of chapter one hundred
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168 and fifty-nine A, ten cents for each page, with a minimum of three
169 dollars.
170 2. For filing each annual report or any contract, five dollars, and
171 for filing an appeal to the commission from aruling or a decision of
172 a regional transit authority under the provisions ofparagraph (j) of
173 section 8 of chapter 1618.
174 3. For filing each application for a certificate of public
175 convenience and necessity under chapter one hundred and fifty-
-176 nine A, or for the issuance of a license for charter service under
177 chapter one hundred and fifty-nine A, ten dollars.
178 4. For filing each application by any common carrier for
179 approval of the issue of stocks, bonds, notes or other evidences or
180 indebtedness according to the amount thereof, as follows;

181 $ 100- $ 1,000 $ 5
182 1,001- 2,500 10
183 2,501- 5,000 20
184 5,001- 10,000 30
185 10,001- 40,000 40
186 50,001- 75,000 75
187 75,001- 150,000 100
188 150,001- 300,000 200
189 300,001- 400,000 300
190 400,001- 500,000 400
191 500,001- 1,000,000 500
192 For each additional $lO,OOO or fraction thereof . . 1

193 5. For any other approval or authority of the department with
194 respect to regulation of common carriers, ten dollars.
195 The department shall designate one of its employees to receive
196 all fees collected under this section who shall give bond to the state
197 treasurer in the sum of ten thousand dollars.

1 SECTION 4. In addition to and notwithstanding the
2 provisions of section four of this chapter, the commissioner may,
3 in connection with the carrying out of the department’s
4 responsibilities for transporation regulation, appoint or employ
5 and remove such engineers, accountants, statisticians, assistants.
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6 inspectors, clerks and other employees as he may deem necessary
7 therefore, and may appoint on such terms as he deems advisable a
g counsel and attorneys who, in the conduct of litigation and court
9 proceedings, shall act under the direction of the attorney general.

10 Accountants shall be skilled in the methods of railroad, common
11 carrier by motor vehicle, street railway, or other accounting forms
12 which are relevant in the commissioner’s judgment in connection
13 with the regulation of private common carriers, as defined in
14 section one of chapter one hundred and fifty-nine and under the
15 direction of the department shall supervise the method by which
16 the accounts of such carriers are kept. The commissioner shall
17 appoint one or more competent experts to examine the reports
18 required by section eighty-three of said chapter one hundred and
19 fifty-nine and may, whenever in his opinion the public interest
20 requires, in connection with any proposed issue of stocks or bonds
21 by a railroad corporation or street railway company, employ
22 competent experts to investigate the character, cost and value for
23 railroad orrailway purposes of the property of such corporation or
24 company. The commissioner may assign to all officers and
25 employees of the department appointed or employed under this
26 section such duties as shall from time to time deem advisable, but
27 all acts of such officers and employees shall be subject to reversal or
28 revision by the commission. The division of transportation
29 regulation, established pursuant to section two of this chapter,
30 shall be charged with inspecting and reporting the condition and
3! safety factor of all railroad track in the commonwealth. Said
32 division shall maintain a continuous and up to date cumulative
33 record ofall such inspections which shall be available to the public.

j SECTION 5. Chapter 25 of the General Laws is hereby
2 amended by striking out section seven; and by striking out in
3 section eight the words “common carriers and common carriers of
4 communications” and inserting in place thereof the following
5 words: commercial motor vehicles; and by striking out in
6 section ten the word “three” and inserting in place thereof the
7 word; two; and by striking out in section ten B in clause onethe
8 words “and for filing an application for a permit for special service,
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9 under section eleven A of chapter one hundred and fifty-nine A”;
10 and by striking out clause three and inserting in place thereof the
11 following clause:
12 3. For exemption from a zoning ordinance, ten dollars

1 SECTION 6. Chapter one hundred and fifty-nine of the
2 General Laws is hereby amended by striking out sections ten to
3 twelve, inclusive, and inserting in place thereof the following
4 section:
5 Section 11. Every vote, recommendation and order of the
6 department of public utilities relative to common carriers of
7 communications shall be entered of record. Every vote,
8 recommendation and order of the department of public works
9 relative to common carriers ofpersons or property shall be entered
10 of record.
11 Section 12. (A) The department of public works shall, so far as
12 may be necessary for the purpose of carrying out the provisions of
13 law relative thereto, have general supervision and regulation of,
14 and jurisdiction and control over, the following services, when
15 furnished or rendered for public use within the commonwealth,
16 and in the exercise thereof, the department shall take cognizance of
17 all applicable transportation plans and programs adopted by the
18 public works commission pursuant to section five A of chapter
19 sixteen, and all persons, firms, corporations, associations and joint
20 stock associations or companies furnishing or rendering any such
21 service or services, in sections ten to forty-four, inclusive,
22 collectively called common carriers of persons or property and
23 severally called a common carrier of persons or property.
24 (a) The transportation or carriage of persons or property, or
25 both, between points within the commonwealth by railroads, street
26 railways, in this chapter called railways, electric railroads,
27 trackless trolleys and ships or vessels in excess of one hundred
28 gross tons using steam or Diesel engine as means of propulsion,
29 including express service and car service carried on, upon or
30 rendered in connection with such railroads, railways, electric
31 railroads, trackless trolleys or ships or vessels in excess of one
32 hundred gross tons using steam or Diesel engine as means of
33 propulsion.
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34 (b) The carriage of passengers for hire upon motor vehicles as
35 provided in chapter one hundred and fifty-nine A, in section
36 seventy A of chapter one hundred and sixty and in section forty-
-37 four of chapter one hundred and sixty-one, but only to the extent
38 therein provided.
39 (c) The operation of all conveniences, appliances, facilities or
40 equipment utilized in connection with, or appertaining to, such
41 transportation or carriage of persons or property or such express
42 service or car service, by whomsoever owned or provided, whether
43 the service be common carriage or merely in facilitation of
44 common carriage.
45 (B) The department of public utilities shall, so far as may be
46 necessary for the purpose of carrying out the provisions of law
47 relative thereto, have general supervision and regulation of, and
48 jurisdiction and control over the following services, when
49 furnished or rendered for public use within the commonwealth,
50 and in the exercise thereof, the department shall take cognizance of
51 all persons, firms, corporations, associations and joint stock
52 associations or companies furnishing or rendering such service or
53 services, in sections ten to forty-four, inclusive, collectively called
54 common carriers of communications and severally called a
55 common carrier of communications: The transmission of
56 intelligence within the commonwealth by electricity, by means of
57 telephone lines or telegraph lines or any other method or system of
58 communication, including the operation of all conveniences,
59 appliances, instrumentalities, or equipment appertaining thereto.
60 or utilized in connection therewith.
61 (C) All persons, firms, corporations, associations and joint
62 stock associations under general supervision, regulation, jurisdic-
-63 tion and control of the department of public utilities or of the
64 department of public works pursuant to this section, in sections ten
65 to forty-four, inclusive, shall be collectively called common
66 carriers and severally called a common carrier.

1 SECTION 7. Said chapter one hundred and fifty-nine is
2 hereby amended by striking out sections thirteen and fourteen and
3 inserting in place thereof the following sections:
4 Section 13. (A) The department of public utilities may
5 inquire into the rates, charges, regulations, practices, equipment
6 and services of common carriers of communications in this
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7 commonwealth, and elsewhere, rendering any kind of service of a
8 kind subject to its jurisdiction.
9 (B) The department of public works may inquire into the rates,

10 charges, regulations, practices, equipment and services of common
11 carriers of persons or property in this commonwealth, and
12 elsewhere, rendering any service of a kind subject to its jurisdic-

-13 tion.
14 Section 14. (A) Whenever the department of public utilities
15 shall be of opinion, after a hearing had upon its own motion or
16 upon complaint, that any of the rates or charges of any common
17 carrier of communications for any services to be performed within
IB the commonwealth, or the regulations or practices of such
19 common carrier affecting such rates, are unjust, unreasonable,
20 unjustly discriminatory, unduly preferential, in any wise in
21 violation ofany provision of law, or insufficient to yield reasonable
22 compensation for the service rendered, the department shall
23 determine the just and reasonable rates, and charges to be charged
24 for the service to be performed, and shall fix the same by order to
25 be served upon every common carrier by whom such rates and
26 charges or any of them are thereafter to be observed. Every such
27 common carrier of communications shall obey every requirement
28 of every such order served upon it, and do everything necessary or
29 proper in order to secure absolute compliance with every such
30 order by all its officers, agents and employees.
31 (B) Whenever the department of public works shall be of
32 opinion, after a hearing had upon its own motion or upon
33 complaint, that any of the rates, fares or charges of any common
34 carrier of persons or property for any services to be performed
35 within the commonwealth, or the regulations or practices of such
36 common carrier affecting such rates, are unjust, unreasonable,
37 unjustly discriminatory, unduly preferential, in any wise in
38 violation ofany provision of law, or insufficient to yield reasonable
39 compensation for the service rendered, the department shall
40 determine the just and reasonable rates, fares and charges to be
41 charged for the service to be performed, and shall fix the same by
42 order to be served upon every common carrier by whom such rates,
43 fares and charges or any of them are thereafter to be observed.
44 Every such common carrier shall obey everyrequirement of every
45 such order served upon it, and do everything necessary or proper in
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46 order to secure absolute compliance with every such order by all its
47 officers, agents and employees. If, upon investigation, the
48 department finds that in any case it is consistent with the public
49 interests to authorize a common carrier to make its charge for
50 transportation less for a longer than for a shorter distance, the
51 department may grant such authority and may from time to time
52 modify or revoke the same.
53 If complaint is made to the department concerning any rate, fare
54 or charge demanded and collected by any railroad corporation for
55 any service performed and the department finds after hearing and
56 investigation that an unjustly discriminatory rate, fare or charge
57 has been collected for any service, the department may order the
58 railroad corporation which has collected the same to make due
59 reparation to the person who has paid the same, with interest from
60 the date of the payment of such unjustly discriminatory amount;
61 but such order of reparation shall cover only payments made
62 within two years before the date of filing the petition seeking to
63 have reparation ordered. Such order may be made without formal
64 hearing whenever the railroad corporation affected shall assent in
65 writing thereto, or file or join in a petition therefor, but in no case
66 shall any such order be made until the department shall be satisfied
67 by such investigation as may be necessary that the rate, fare or
68 charge collected was in fact unjustly discriminatory.

1 SECTION 8. Section fourteen Aof said chapter one hundred
2 and fifty-nine is hereby amended by inserting after the word
3 “department” in the first sentence the following words;—of public
4 works.

1 SECTION 9. Section fifteen of said chapter one hundred and
2 fifty-nine is hereby amended by inserting after the word
3 “department” wherever it appears in the second sentence the
4 following words:—of public works.

1 SECTION 10. Said chapter one hundred and fifty-nine is
2 hereby further amended by striking out section sixteen and
3 inserting in place thereof the following section:
4 Section 16. (A) If the department of public utilities is of the
5 opinion, after a hearing had upon its own motion or upon
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6 complaint, that the regulations, practices, equipment, appliances
7 or service of any common carrier of communications are unjust,
8 unreasonable, unsafe, improper or inadequate, the department
9 shall determine the just, reasonable, safe, adequate and proper

10 regulations and practices thereafter to be in force and to be
11 observed, and the equipment, appliances and service thereafter to
12 be used, and shall fix and prescribe the same by order to be served
13 upon every common carrier to be bound thereby. Before making
14 such order, the department shall consider the relative importance
15 and necessity of the changes in any specific regulations, practices,
16 equipment and appliances proposed to be included therein and of
17 other changes which may be brought to its attention in the course
18 of the hearing, the financial ability of the carrier to comply with the
19 requirements of the order, and the effect of the carrier’s compliance
20 therwith, upon its financial ability to make such other changes, if
21 any, as may be deemed by the department of equal or greater
22 importance and necessity in the performance of the service which
23 the carrier has professed to render to the public. Every such
24 common carrier shall obey every requirement of every such order
25 so served upon it, and do everything necessary or proper in order to
26 secure absolute compliance with every such order by all its officers,
27 agents and employees. Every such common carrier shall submit
28 evidence to the department within thirty days after such order is
29 served upon it that it has complied or is in the process of
30 complying, with such order. The two preceding sentences shall not
31 be applicable to any particular order issued under this section
32 pending any appeal from such order.
33 (B) If the department of public works is of the opinion, after a
34 hearing had upon its own motion or upon complaint, that the
35 regulations, practices, equipment, appliances or service of any
56 common carrier of persons or property are unjust, unreasonable,
57 unsafe, improper or inadequate the department shall determine the
58 just, reasonable, safe, adequate and proper regulations and
59 practices thereafter to be in force and to be observed, and the
40 equipment, appliances and service thereafter to be used, and shall
41 fix and prescribe the same by order to be served upon every
42 common carrier to be bound thereby. The department may after
43 such a hearing, order any railway company to build and operate
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44 any justand reasonable extensions of its lines for which it may have
45 been or may be granted locations and order from time to time that
46 a railroad company shall operate its lines, of standard guage, or
47 such parts thereof as the department shall prescribe, by electric
48 power instead of steam power, and in its order shall prescribe the
49 time within which the work of electrification shall be done. Before
50 making such order, the department shall consider the relative
51 importance and necessity of the changes in any specific
52 regulations, practices, equipment and appliances proposed to be
53 included therein and of other changes which may be brought to its
54 attention in the course of the hearing, the financial ability of the
55 carrier to comply with the requirements of the order, and the effect
56 of the carrier’s compliance therwith, upon its financial ability to
57 make such other changes, if any, as may be deemed by the
58 department of equal or greater importance and necessity in the
59 performance of the service which the carrier has professed to
60 render to the public. Every such common carrier shall obey every
61 requirement of every such order so served upon it, and do
62 everything necessary or proper in order to secure absolute
63 compliance with every such order by all its officers, agents and
64 employees. Every such common carrier, railraod or railway
65 company shall submit evidence to the department within thirty
66 days after such order is served upon it that it has complied, or is in
67 the process of complying, with such order. The two preceding
68 sentences shall not be applicable to any particular order issued
69 under this section pending any appeal from such order.

1 SECTION 11. Section sixteen Aof said chapter one hundred
2 and fifty-nine is hereby amended by inserting after the word
3 “department” the following words:— of public works.

1 SECTION 12. Said chapter one hundred and fifty-nine is
2 hereby further amended by striking out sections seventeen to
3 twenty, inclusive, and inserting in place thereof the following
4 sections:
5 Section 17. (A) All charges made, demanded or received by
6 any common carrier of communications for any service rendered
7 or performed, or to be rendered or performed by it or in connection
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g therewith in the conduct of its common carrier business, or made,
9 demanded or received by any two or more such common carriers

10 joining in rendering or performing any service shall be just and
11 reasonable, and every such common carrier and any two or more
12 such common carriers joining in rendering or performing any
13 service shall be entitled to make, demand and receive just and
14 reasonable charges for any such service, and every unjust or
15 unreasonable charge is hereby prohibited and declared unlawful;
16 but charges heretofore established and set out in any schedule filed
17 as provided in section nineteen shall be deemed prima facie lawful
18 until changed or modified by the department of public utilities
19 under the powers conferred upon it by this chapter, but this
20 provision shall not give to such rates any greater weight as evidence
21 of the reasonableness of other rates than they would otherwise
22 have.
23 (B) All charges made, demanded or received by any common
24 carrier of persons or property for any service rendered or
25 performed, or to be rendered or performed by it or in connection
26 therewith in the conduct of its common carrier business, or made,
27 demanded or received by any two or more common carriers joining
28 in rendering or performing any service shall be just and reasonable,
29 and every such common carrier and any two or more such common
50 carriers joining in rendering or performing any service shall be
51 entitled to make, demand and receive just and reasonable charges
32 for any such service, and every unjust or unreasonable charge is
33 hereby prohibited and declared unlawful; but charges heretofore
34 established and set out in any schedule filed as provided in section
35 nineteen shall be deemed prima facie lawful until changed or
36 modified by the department of public works under the powers
37 conferred upon it by this chapter, but this provision shall not give
58 to such rates any greater weight as evidence of the reasonableness
39 of other rates than they would otherwise have.
40 Section 18. (A) Subject to the powers of the department of
41 public utilities to regulate and prescribe rates and charges, a
42 common carrier of communications may make classes of rates.
43 The furnishing by any common carrier of any service at the rates
44 and upon the terms and conditions provided for in any existing
45 contract executed prior to July first, nineteen hundred and
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46 thirteen, shall not constitute a discrimination unless the depart-
-47 ment so determines. The department shall not be prevented from
48 taking such action as it deems proper by any commitment or
49 agreement of a common carrier entered into by reason of any
50 requirement or recommendation of any board or public officers
51 acting under delegated authority from the general court prior to
52 July first, nineteen hundred and thirteen.
53 (B) Subject to the powers of the department of public works to
54 regulate and prescribe rates and charges, a common carrier of
55 persons or property may make commodity, transit or other classes
56 of rates. The furnishing by any common carrier of any service at
57 the rates and upon the terms and conditions provided for in any
58 existing contract executed prior to July first, nineteen hundred and
59 thirteen, shall not constitute a discrimination unless the depart-
-60 ment so determines. The department shall not be prevented from
61 taking such action as it deems proper by any commitment or
62 agreement of a common carrier entered into by reason of any
63 requirement or recommendation of any board or public officers
64 acting under delegated authority from the general court prior to
65 July first, nineteen hundred and thirteen. Unless the department
66 determines otherwise, common carriers shall be permitted,
67 whether required to do so by law or not, to issue mileage,
68 workingmen’s excursion, school or commutation passenger
69 tickets, or reduced rate tickets for the transportation of children
70 under twelve years of age or of pupils attending school, or joint
71 interchangeable mileage tickets, with special privileges as to the
72 amount of free baggage which may be carried under mileage tickets
73 of five hundred miles or more. All season tickets, before issuance,
74 shall be subject to the approval of the department as to the form
75 thereof and the conditions named therein.
76 Section 19. (A) Every common carrier of communications
77 shall file with the department of public utilities and shall plainly
78 print and keep open to public inspection schedules showing all
79 rates, joint rates, telephone rentals, tolls, classifications and

charges for any service, oe very kind rendered or furnished, or to be
81 rendered or furnished, by it within the commonwealth, and all
82 conditions and limitations, rules and regulations and forms of
83 contracts or agreements in any manner affecting the same, in such
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84 places, within such time, and in such form and with such detail as
85 the department may order. In the case of common carriers subject
86 to the interstate commerce commission the forms prescribed for
87 such schedules and the requirements relative to the filing and
88 publication thereof shall conform, as nearly as may be, to the
89 forms prescribed by and the similar requirements of the said
90 commission. No common carrier shall, except as otherwise
91 provided in this chapter, charge, demand, exact, receive or collect a
92 different rate, joint rate, telephone rental, toll or charge for any
93 service rendered or furnished by it, or to be rendered or furnished,
94 from that applicable to such service as specified in its schedule filed
95 with the department and in effect at the time. Nor shall any
96 common carrier refund, or remit directly or indirectly, any rate,
97 joint rate, telephone rental, toll or charge so specified, or any part
98 thereof, nor extend to any person or corporation any rule,
99 regulation, privilege or facility except such as are specified in the
100 said schedule and regularly and uniformly extended to all persons
101 and corporations under like circumstances for the like, or
102 substantially similar, service. Unless the department otherwise
103 orders, no change shall be made in any rate, joint rate, telephone
104 rental, toll, classification or charge, or in any rule or regulation or
105 form of contract or agreement in any manner affecting the same as
106 shown upon the schedules filed in accordance with this chapter,
107 except after thirty days from the date of filing a statement with the
108 department setting forth the changes proposed to be made in the
109 schedule then in force and the time when such changes shall take
110 effect, and such notice to the public as the department orders, to be
111 given prior to the time fixed in such statement to the department
112 for the changes to take effect. The department for good cause
113 shown may allow changes before the expiration of said thirty days,
114 under such conditions as it may prescribe, and may suspend the
115 taking effect of changes under the circumstances and in the manner
116 provided in the following section. At the time when any changes
117 take effect they shall be plainly indicated upon existing schedules
118 or new schedules shall be printed and filed as the department may
119 order. This section shall not prevent any telegraph or telephone
120 corporation from continuing to furnish the use of its lines,
'2l equipment or service under any contracts in force on July first,
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122 nineteen hundred and thirteen, or upon the taking effect of any
123 schedules of rates filed with the department as provided in this
124 chapter, at the rates fixed in such contract; provided, that when
125 any such contracts are or become terminable by notice, the
126 department may direct by order that such contracts shall be
127 terminated by the telegraph or telephone corporation which is a
128 party thereto, and thereupon such contracts shall be terminated by
129 such telegraph or telephone corporation as and when directed by
130 such order.
[3l (B) Every common carrier of persons or property shall file
132 with the department of public works and shall plainly print and
133 keep open to public inspection schedules showing all rates, joint
134 rates, fare, tolls, classifications and charges for any service, of
135 every kind rendered or furnished, or to be rendered or funished, by
136 it within the commonwealth, and all conditions and limitations,
137 rules and regulations and forms of contracts or agreements in any
138 manner affecting the same, in such places, within such time, and in
139 such form and with such detail as the department may order. In the
140 case of common carriers subject to the interstate commerce
141 commission the forms prescribed for such schedules and the
142 requirements relative to the filing and publication thereof shall
143 conform, as nearly as may be, to the forms prescribed by and the
144 similar requirements of the said commission. No common carrier
145 shall, except as otherwise provided in this chapter, charge,
146 demand, exact, receive or collect a different rate, joint rate, fare,
147 toll or charge for any service rendered or furnished by it, or to be
148 rendered or furnsihed, from that applicable to such service as
149 specified in its schedule filed with the department and in effect at
150 the time. Nor shall any common carrier refund, or remit directly or
151 indirectly, any rate, joint rate, fare, toll or charge so specified, or
152 any part thereof, nor extend to any person or corporation any rule,
153 regulation, privilege or facility except such as are specified in the
154 schedule and regularly and uniformly extended to all persons and
155 corporations under like circumstances for the like, or substantially
156 similar service. Unless the department otherwise orders, no change
157 shall be made in any rate, joint rate, fare, toll, classification or
158 charge, or in any rule or regulation or form of contract or
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agreement in any manner affecting the same as shown upon the
schedules filed in accordance with this chapter, except after thirty
days from the date offiling a statement with the department setting
forth the changes proposed to be made in the schedule then in force
and the time when such changes shall take effect, and such notice to
the public as the department orders, to be given prior to the time
fixed in such statement to the department for the changes to take
effect. The department for good cause shown may allow changes
before the expiration of said thirty days, under such conditions as
it may prescribe, and may suspend the taking effect of changes
under the circumstances and in the manner provided in the
following section. At the time when any changes take effect they
shall be plainly indicated upon existing schedules, or new
schedules shall be printed and filed as the department may order.
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173 Section 20. (A) Whenever the department of public utilities

receives notice ofany changes proposed to be made in any schedule
filed under this chapter which represents a general increase in rates
by a common carrier of communications, it shall notify the attor-
ney general of the same forthwith, and shall thereafter hold a
public hearing and make an investigation as to the propriety of
such proposed changes after first causing notice of the time, place
and the subject matter of such hearing to be published at least
twenty-one days before such hearing in such local newspapers as
the department may select. Pending any such investigation and the
decision thereon, the department may, by order served upon the
common carrier affected, suspend, from time to time, the taking
effect of such changes, but not for a longer period than ten months
in the aggregate beyond the time when the same would otherwise
take effect. After such hearing and investigation, the department
may make, in reference to any new rate, joint rate, telephone
rental, toll, classification, charge, rule, regulation or form of
contract or agreement proposed, such order as would be proper in
a proceeding under section fourteen. At any such hearing involving
any proposed increase in any rate, joint rate, telephone rental, toll
or charge, the burden of proof to show that such increase is
necessary to obtain a reasonable compensation for the service
rendered shall be upon the common carrier. If, at a hearing
involving any proposed decrease in any rate, joint rate, telephone
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rental, toll or charge demanded by any common carrier, it shall
appear to the department that the said rate, joint rate, telephone
rental, toll or charge is insufficient to yield reasonable compensa-
tion for the service rendered, the department may determine what
will be a just and reasonable minimum to be charged and make an
order that the common carrier shall not thereafter demand or
collect less than the minimum so prescribed without first obtaining
the consent of the department, after a public hearing.

197
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(B) Whenever the department of public works receives notice
of any changes proposed to be made in any schedule filed by any
common carrier of persons or property under this chapter it may,
either upon complaint or upon its own motion, and after notice,
hold a public hearing and make investigation as to the propriety of
such proposed changes. Pending any such investigation and the
decision thereon, the department may, by order served upon the
common carrier affected, suspend, from time to time, the taking
effect of such changes but not for a longer period than ten months
in the aggregate beyond the time when the same would otherwise
take effect. After such hearing and investigation, the department
may make, in reference to any new rate, joint rate, fare, toll,
classification charge, rule, regulation or form of contract or
agreement proposed, such order as would be proper in a
proceeding under section fourteen. At any such hearing involving
any proposed increase in any rate, joint rate, fare, toll or charge,
the burden of proof to show that such increase is necessary to
obtain a reasonable compensation for the service rendered shall be
upon the common carrier. If, at a hearing involving any proposed
decrease in any rate, joint rate, fare, toll or charge demanded by
any common carrier, it shall appear to the department that the said
rate, joint rate, fare, toll or charge is insufficient to yield reasonable
compensation for the service rendered, the department may
determine what will be a just and reasonable minimum to be
charged, and make an order that the common carrier shall not
thereafter demand or collect less than the minimum so prescribed
without first obtaining the consent of the department after a public
hearing.
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SECTION 13. Section twenty-one of said chapter one
hundred and fifty-nine is hereby amended by inserting after the

1
9
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3 word “department” in the first sentence, the following words; —of
4 public works.

1 SECTION 14. Section twenty-two of said chapter one
2 hundred and fifty-nine is hereby amended by inserting after the
3 word “department” the following words:— of public works.

1 SECTION 15. Section twenty-three of said chapter one
2 hundred and fifty-nine is hereby amended by inserting after the
3 word “department” in the first sentence the following words: of
4 public works.

1 SECTION 16. Section twenty-four of said chapter one
2 hundred and fifty-nine is hereby further amended by inserting after
3 the word “department” in the first sentence the following words;
4 of public utilities; and by inserting after the word “department” in
5 the second sentence the following words:— of public works.

1 SECTION 17. Said chapter one hundred and fifty-nine is
2 hereby further amended by striking out sections twenty-five to
3 twenty-seven inclusive, and inserting in place thereof the following
4 sections:—
5 Section 25. (A) The department of public utilities shall give
6 reasonable notice by mail to any member of the general court of
7 any hearing before said department concerning common carriers
8 of communications upon a matter affecting the interests of the
9 district represented by him.

10 (B) The department of public works shall give reasonable notice
11 by mail to any member of the general court ofany hearing before
12 the department concerning common carriers of persons or
13 property upon a matter affecting the interests of the district
14 represented by him.
15 Section 26. (A) The department of public utilities may
16 investigate and determine the fair value for any purpose of all the
17 property of any common carrier of communications rendering a
18 public service subject to the supervision of the department,
19 actually used or useful for the convenience of the public, whenever
20 it deems the ascertainment of such value necessary to carry into
21 effect any provision of this chapter, and may at any time make a
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22 revaluation of such property. In making any valuation under this
23 section, the department shall have access to and may use any
24 books, documents or records in the possession of any department
25 or board of the commonwealth or any political subdivision
26 thereof.
27 (B) The department of public works may investigate and
28 determine the fair value for any purpose ofall the property of any
29 common carrier of persons or property rendering a public service
30 subject to the supervision of the department, actually used or
31 useful for the convenience of the public, whenever it deems the
32 ascertainment of such value necessary to carry into effect any
33 provision of this chapter, and may at any time make arevaluation
34 of such property. In making any valuation under this section, the
35 department shall have access to and may use any books,
36 documents or records in the possession of any department or
37 board of the commonwealth or any political subdivision thereof.
38 Section 27. (A) The department of public utilities may, either
39 through its members or responsible agents, engineers, inspectors
40 or examiners duly authorized by it, enter upon any premises
41 occupied by any common carrier of communications subject to its
42 jurisdiction for any purpose consistent with this chapter. It may
43 inspect the property, equipment, buildings, plants, factories,
44 power houses, ducts, conduits and offices of any such carrier. It
45 may, in connection with such inspection, have performed for it
46 such service of the kind rendered by the carrier as it may
47 reasonably require.
48 (B) The department of public works may, either through its
49 members or responsible agents, engineers, inspectors or examiners
50 duly authorized by it, enter upon premises occupied by any carrier
51 or persons or property subject to its jurisdiction for any purpose
52 consistent with this chapter. It may inspect the property,
53 equipment, buildings, plants, factories, power houses, ducts,
54 conduits and offices of any such carrier. It may, in connection with
55 such inspection, have performed for it such service of the kind
56 rendered by the carrier as it may reasonably require, including
57 passage upon any locomotive, car, vessel or vehicle while in
58 service, and, upon reasonable notice, the use of an inspection
59 locomotive, car, vessel or vehicle whenever that is necessary, in the
60 opinion of the department, for a physical inspection ofall or any of
61 the lines and stations of any such carrier.
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1 SECTION 17A. Section twenty-eight of said chapter one
2 hundred and fifty-nine is hereby amended by inserting after the
3 word “Department” in the first sentence the following words: —of
4 public works.

1 SECTION 18. Section twenty-nine of said chapter one hun-
-2 dred and fifty-nine is hereby amended by inserting after the word
3 “department” wherever it occurs in the first sentence the following
4 words:— of public works.

1 SECTION 19. Section thirty of said chapter one hundred and
2 fifty-nine is hereby amended by inserting after the word
3 “department” the following words; — of public works.

1 SECTION 20. Said chapter one hundred and fifty-nine is
2 hereby further amended by striking out sections thirty-one and
3 thirty-two and inserting in place thereof the following sections:
4 Section 31. (A) The department of public utilities may from time
5 to time, prescribe forms of accounts, records and memoranda for
6 the common carriers of communications under its supervision or
7 for such classes of such common carriers as it shall establish. The
8 forms shall conform as nearly as may be to those established by the
9 interstate commerce commission.

10 (B) The department of public works may, from time to time,
11 prescribe forms of accounts, records and memoranda for the
12 common carriers of persons and property under its supervision, or
13 for such classes of such common carriers as it shall establish. The
14 forms shall conform as nearly as may be to those established by the
15 interstate commerce commission. The accounts of such common
16 carriers shall be kept in accordannce with the forms prescribed. It
17 shall have access to the list of stockholders of any railroad
18 corporation or railway company and may cause the said list or any
19 part thereof to be copied for its information or for the information
20 of said stockholders. Any railroad corporation or railway
21 company which refuses to submit its books to the examination of
22 the department or unreasonably neglects to keep its accounts in the
23 method prescribed by the department shall forfeit not more than
24 five thousand dollars.
25 Section 32. (A) The department of public utilities shall prescribe
26 the forms for the annual returns to be made to it by the several
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27 kinds of common carriers of communications and may from time
28 to time make changes and additions in any such form; provided
29 that changes therein or additions thereto requiring any alteration
30 in the method or form of keeping the accounts of such common
31 carriers shall not be effective until after notice thereof shall have
32 been given, at least six months before the beginning of the year or
33 otherperiod for which such changes or additions are prescribed, by
34 the department to the common carriers affected thereby. The
35 annual returns required by law to be made to the department shall
36 be returns for the year ending on December thirty-first, and shall
37 be transmitted thereto, upon blank forms to be furnished by the
38 department, on or before March thirty-first following, or such
39 subsequent date as in any case, for good cause shown, the
40 department may fix. If a return is defective or appears erroneous,
41 the department shall forthwith order the common carrier to amend
42 it within fifteen days. The original of each return or amended
43 return, subscribed and sworn to as required by law, shall be
44 preserved in the office of the department.
45 (B) The department of public works shall prescribe the forms for
46 the annual returns to be made to it by the several kinds of common
47 carriers of persons and property and may from time to time make
48 changes and additions in any such form; provided, that changes
49 therein or additions thereto requiring any alteration in the method
50 or form ofkeeping the accounts of such common carriers shall not
51 be effective until after notice thereof shall have been given, at least
52 six months before the beginning of the year or other period for
53 which such changes or additions are prescribed, by the department
54 to the common carriers affected thereby. The annual returns
55 required by law to be made to the department shall be returns for
56 the year ending on December thirty-first, and shall be transmitted
57 thereto, upon blank forms to be furnished by the department on or
58 before March thirty-first following, or such subsequent date as in
59 any case, for good cause shown, the department may fix. If a return
60 is defective or appears erroneous, the department shall forthwith
61 order the common carrier to amend it within fifteen days. The
62 original ofeach return or amended return, subscribed and sworn to
63 as required by law, shall be preserved in the office of the
64 department.

1 SECTION 21. Said chapter one hundred and fifty-nine is
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2 hereby further amended by inserting after the words “department”
3 where it occurs first in section thirty-three the following words:
4 of public works.

2 hereby further amended by striking out sections thirty-four and
3 thirty-four A and inserting in place thereof the following
4 sections:
5 Section 34. (A) The department of public utilities, through its
6 commissioners or by employees duly authorized, may examine all
7 books, contracts, records, documents, papers and memoranda of
8 any common carrier, of communications and by subpoena duces
9 tecum compel the production thereof, or of duly verified copies of

10 the same or any of them, and compel the attendance of such
11 witnesses as the department may require to give evidence at any
12 such examination.
13 (B) The department of public works, through its commissioners
14 or by employees duly authorized, may examine all books,
15 contracts, records, documents, papers and memoranda of a
10 carrier, of persons or property and by subpoena duces tecum
13 compel the production thereof, or of duly verified copies of the

same or any of them, and compel the attendance of such witnesses
as the department may require to give evidence at any such

39 examination.
21 Section 34A. (A) (i) The department of public utilities shall
22 have general supervision of every affiliated company, as
23 hereinafter defined, with respect to all relations, transactions and
24 dealings, direct or indirect, with the common carrier of com-
-25 munications with which it is affiliated which affect the operations
26 of such carrier, and shall make all necessary examination and
27 inquiries and keep itself informed as to suchrelations, transactions
28 and dealings as have a bearing upon the rates, financial condition
29 and practices of such carrier.
30 (ii) Every affiliated company having such relations, transactions
31 and dealings with the carrier with which it is affiliated shall make
32 such annual or periodic reports, and in such form, as the
33 department may by regulation prescribe, in order to give the
34 department effective supervision over all such relations, transac-
-35 tions and dealings.
36 (iii) Officers and employees of the department may be

1 SECTION 22. Said chapter one hundred and fifty-nine is
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37 authorized by it to examine the books, contracts, records,
38 documents and memoranda or the physical property of any
39 affiliated company subject to this chapter with respect to any
40 relations, transactions or dealings, direct or indirect, between such
41 affiliated company and any company so subject, and, for any
42 examination so authorized, shall be entitled to full access to the
43 subject matter thereof. No such officer or employee shall divulge
44 any fact or information coming to his knowledge during the course
45 of such examination unless directed by the department or by the
46 court, or authorized by law.
47 (iv) For the purposes of this section, the words “affiliated
48 companies” shall include any corporation, society, trust, associa-
-49 tion, partnership or individual(a) controlling a company subject to
50 this chapter, either directly, by ownership of a majority of its
51 voting stock or of such minority thereof as to give it substantial
52 control of such company, or indirectly, by ownership of such
53 majority or minority of the voting stock of another corporation,
54 society, trust or association so controlling such company; or(b) so
55 controlled by a corporation, society, trust, association,
56 partnership or individual controlling as aforesaid, directly or
57 indirectly the company subject to such chapter; or (c) standing in
58 such arelation to acompany subject to such chapter that there isan
59 absence of equal bargaining power between the corporation,
60 society, trust, association, partnership or individual and the
61 company so subject, in respect to their dealings and transactions.
62 (v) Whenever, in any proceeding before the department under
63 section fourteen, twenty, or twenty-four the reasonableness ofany
64 payment, charge, contract, or purchase, sale, obligation or other
65 arrangement between a carrier and a company related to it as an
66 affiliated company, as defined in paragraph (d), shall come into
67 question, the burden of establishing and proving the
68 reasonableness of such payment, charge contract, purchase, sale,
69 obligation or other arrangement shall be upon such carrier.
70 (vi) The supreme judicial court shall have jurisdiction in equity to
71 enforce compliance with this section and with all orders of the
72 department made under authority thereof.
73 (B) (i) The department of public works shall have general
74 supervision of every affiliated company, as hereinafter defined,
75 with respect to all relations, transactions and dealings, direct or
76 indirect, with the common carrier of persons or property with
77 which it is affiliated which affect the operations of such carrier, and
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78 shall make all necessary examination and inquiries and keep itself
79 informed as to such relations, transactions and dealings as have a
80 bearing upon the rates, financial condition and practices of such
81 carrier. Such relations, transactions and dealings, including any
82 payments by a carrier to such an affiliated company or by such an
83 affiliated company to a carrier for property owned, leased or used
84 by such carrier or such affiliated company for transportation
85 purposes shall be subject to review and investigation by the
86 department in any proceeding brought under this chapter or under
87 chapter one hundred and fifty-nine A, one hundred and sixty or
88 one hundred and sixty-one, and the department may order such
89 affiliated company to be joined as a party respondent with such
90 carrier in such a proceeding.
91 (ii) Every affiliated company having such relations, transactions
92 and dealings with the carrier with which it is affiliated shall make
93 such annual or periodic reports, and in such form, as the
94 department may by regulation prescribe, in order to give the
95 department effective supervision over all such relations, transac-
-96 tions and dealings.
97 (iii) Officers and employees of the department may be
98 authorized by it to examine the books, contracts, records,
99 documents and memoranda or the physical property of any

100 affiliated company subject to this chapter or chapter one hundred
101 and fifty-nine A with respect to any relations, transactions or
102 dealings, direct or indirect, between such affiliated company and
103 any company so subject, and, for any examination so authorized,
104 shall be entitled to full access to the subject matter thereof. No such
105 officer or employee shall divulge any fact or information coming to
106 his knowledge during the course of such examination unless
107 directed by the department or by the court, or authorized by law.
108 (iv) For purposes of this section, the words “affiliated
109 companies” shall include any corporation, society, trust associa-
-110 tion, partnership or individual (a) controlling a company subject to
111 this chapter or chapter one hundred and fifty-nine A, either
112 directly or by ownership of a majority of its voting stock or of such
113 minority thereof as to give it substantial control of such company,
114 or indirectly, by ownership of such majority or minority of the
115 voting stock of another corporation, society, trust or association
116 so controlling such company; or (b) so controlled by a corporation.
117 society, trust, association, partnership or individual controlling as
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118 aforesaid, directly or indirectly the company subject to such
119 chapter; or (c) standing in such arelation to a company subject to
120 such chapter that there is an absence of equal bargaining power
121 between the corporation, society, trust, association, partnership or
122 individual and the company so subject, in respect to their dealings
123 and transactions.
124 (v) Whenever, in any proceeding before the department under
125 section fourteen, twenty, or twenty-four the reasonableness of any
126 payment, charge, contract, or purchase, sale, obligation or other
127 arrangement between a carrier and a company related to it as an
128 affiliated company, as defined in paragraph (d), shall come into
129 question, the burden of establishing and proving the
130 reasonableness of such payment, charge contract, purchase, sale,
131 obligation or other arrangement shall be upon such carrier.
132 (vi) The supreme judicial court shall have jurisdiction in equity
133 to enforce compliance with this section and with all orders of the

department made under authority thereof.

1 SECTION 23. Section thirty-five of said chapter one hundred
2 and fifty-nine is hereby amended by inserting after the word
3 “department” the following words: —of public works.

1 SECTION 24. Said chapter one hundred and fifty-nine is
2 hereby further amended by striking out sections thirty-six and
3 thirty-seven and inserting in place thereof the following
4 sections;
5 Section 36. (A) The department of public utilities, may provide
5 for an annual audit by employees duly authorized by it of all
7 accounts of any common carrier of communications or class of
g such common carriers.
9 (B) The department of public works may provide for an annual

10 audit by employees duly authorized by it of all accounts of any
11 common carrier or persons or property or class of such common
12 carriers.
13 Section 37. (A) Every order of the department of public utilities
14 shall be served upon every person or corporation to be affected
15 thereby, either by personal delivery of a certified copy thereof, or
16 by mailing a certified copy thereof, in a sealed package, postage
17 prepaid, to the person to be affected thereby or, in the case of a
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18 corporation, to any officer or agent thereof upon whom a
19 summons may be served under the laws of the commonwealth.
20 Every person and corporation shall notify the department
21 forthwith, in writing, of the receipt of the certified copy of every
22 order so served, and in the case of a corporation such notification
23 shall be signed and acknowledged by a person or officer duly
24 authorized by the corporation to admit such service. Within a time
25 specified in the order, every person and corporation upon whom it
26 is served shall, if so required in the order, notify the department in
27 like manner whether the terms of the order are accepted and will be
28 obeyed. Every such order shall take effect at a time therein
29 specified and shall continue in force either for a period designated
30 therein or until changed or abrogated by the department.
31 (B) Every order of the department of public works shall be
32 served upon every person or corporation to be affected thereby,
33 either by personal delivery or a certified copy thereof, or by mailing
34 a certified copy thereof, in a sealed package, postage prepaid, to
35 the person to be affected thereby or, in the case of a corporation, to
36 any officer or agent thereof upon whom a summons may be served
37 under the laws of the commonwealth. Every person and
38 corporation shall notify the department forthwith, in writing, of
39 the receipt of the certified copy of every order so served, and in the
40 case of a corporation such notification shall be signed and
41 acknowledged by a person or officer duly authorized by the
42 corporation to admit such service. Within a time specified in the
43 order, every person and corporation upon whom it is served shall,
44 if so required in the order, notify the department in like manner
45 whether the terms of the order are accepted and will be obeyed.
46 Every such order shall take effect at a time therein specified and
47 shall continue in force either for a period designated therein or
48 until changed or abrogated by the department.

1 SECTION 25. Section thirty-eight of said chapter one hundred
2 and fifty-nine is amended by inserting after the word “department”
3 the following words: of public works.

1 SECTION 26. Said chapter one hundred and fifty-nine is
2 hereby further amended by striking out sections thirty-nine to
3 forty-one and inserting in place thereof the following sections:
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4 Section 39. (A) If in the judgment of the department of public
5 utilities any common carrier of communications violates or
6 neglects in any respect to comply with the provisions of any law
7 and after written notice by the department continues such
8 violation or neglect, or neglects to make returns as required by law,
9 or to amend the same when lawfully required so to do, the

10 department shall forthwith present the facts to theattorney general
I • for action.
12 (B) If in the judgment of the department of public works any
'2 common carrier of persons or property violates or neglects in any
14 respect to comply with the provisions of any law, and after written
15 notice by the department continues such violation, or neglects to
16 make returns as required by law, or to amend the same when
12 lawfully required so to do, the department shall forthwith present

the facts to the attorney general for action.
19 Section 40. (A) Whenever the department of public utilities is of
20 the opinion that a common carrier of communications subject to
21 its supervision is failing or omitting or about to fail or omit to do
22 anything required of it by law or by order of the department, or is
23 doing anything or about to do anything or permitting anything or
24 about to permit anything to be done, contrary to or in violation of
25 the law or of any order of the department, it shall direct its counsel
26 to bring, subject to the supervision of the attorney general, an
27 action or proceeding in the supreme judicial court in the name of
28 the department for the purpose of having such violations or
29 threatened violations stopped and prevented either by mandamus
30 or injunction.
31 (B) Whenever the department of public works is of the opinion
32 that a common carrier of persons or property subject to its
33 supervision is failing or omitting or about to fail or omit to do
34 anything required of it by law or by order of the department, or is
35 doing anything or about to do anything or permitting anything or
36 about to permit anything to be done, contrary to or in violation of
37 the law or of any order of the department, it shall direct its counsel
38 to begin, subject to the supervision of the attorney general, an
39 action or proceeding in the supreme judicial court in the name of
40 the department for the purpose of having such violations or
41 threatened violations stopped and prevented either by mandamus
42 or injunction.
43 Section 41. (A) The department of public utilities may be
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44 represented at any public hearing before any legislative committee
45 or public board in the commonwealth, or of any other state or of
46 the United States, with respect to any proposed legislation or
47 action by public authorities within or without the commonwealth
48 affecting any public service within the commonwealth subject to its
49 supervision, whenever it deems such representation desirable in the
50 interests of the commonwealth. It may apply by petition to the
51 interstate commerce commission for relief, and may present
52 evidence and arguments to the said commission, in any case in
53 which it is of opinion that a common carrier subject to its
54 supervision is violating any provision of the interstate commerce
55 law ofany valid order or regulation made under authority thereof.
56 The department may also confer with or appear before boards of
57 other states having powers over any common carrier when to its
58 judgment the interests of the commonwealth will be promoted
59 thereby.
60 (B) The department of public works may be represented at any
61 public hearing before any legislative committee or public board in
62 the commonwealth, or of any other state or of the United States,
63 with respect to any proposed legislation or action by public
64 authorities within or without the commonwealth affecting any
65 public service within the commonwealth subject to its supervision,
66 whenever it deems such representation desirable in the interests of
67 the commonwealth. It may apply by petition to the interstate
68 commerce commission for relief, and may present evidence and
69 arguments to the said commission, in any case in which it is of
70 opinion that a common carrier subject to its supervision is
71 violating any provision of the interstate commerce law or any valid
72 order or regulation made underauthority thereof. The department
73 may also confer with or appear before boards of other states
74 having powers over any common carrier when in its judgment the
75 interests of the commonwealth will be promoted thereby.

1 SECTION 27. Said chapter one hundred and fifty-nine is
2 hereby further amended by striking out sections forty-three and
3 forty-four and inserting in place thereof the following sections:-
4 Section 43. (A) The department of public utilities shall make an
5 annual report including such statements, facts and explanations as
6 will describe the actual working of the system of carriers under its
7 supervision in its bearing upon the business and prosperity of the
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8 commonwealth, with such table and abstracts of all the returns
9 required and such suggestions as to its general policy or any part

10 thereof, or the condition, affairs or conduct of the activities under
11 its supervision as may seem appropriate, together with a report of
12 any proceeding had under authority of section twenty-three and
13 the result thereof.
14 (B) The department of public works shall in its annual report
15 submitted under section of Chapter sixteen including such
lb statements, facts and explanations as will describe the actual
12 working of the system of carriers under its supervision in its
18 bearing upon the business and prosperity of the commonwealth,
19 with such tables and abstracts ofall the returns required and such
20 suggestions as to its general policy or any part thereof, or the
21 condition, affairs or conduct of the activities under its supervision
22 as may seem appropriate, together with a report of any proceeding
23 had underauthority of section twenty-three and the result thereof.
24 Section 44. Any employee or agent of the department of public
25 utilities or of the department of public works who divulges anyfact
26 or information coming to his knowledge during any examination
27 or audit under this chapter, except insofar as he may be directed by
28 his respective department, or by a court or judge, or be authorized
29 by law, shall be punished by a fine of not more than one thousand
30 dollars.

1 SECTION 28. Said chapter one hundred and fifty-nine is
2 hereby further amended by inserting after section forty-four the
3 following new section:
4 Section 49A. In sections fifty to one hundred and five, inclusive,
5 unless the context otherwise requires “the department” shall mean
6 the department of public works, which shall enforce said sections.

1 SECTION 29. Section one of chapter one hundred and fifty-
-2 nine A of the General Laws, as most recently amended by chapter
3 seven hundred and forty of the acts of nineteen hundred and
4 seventy-five is hereby amended by striking out in the second
5 paragraph the words “public utilities” and inserting in place
6 thereof the following words: public works.
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1 SECTION 30. Said chapter one hundred and fifty-nine Ais
2 hereby further amended by inserting after section one the
3 following new section:
4 Section lA. In this chapter, unless the context otherwise
5 requires, “the department” means the department of public works.

1 SECTION 31. Said chapter one hundred and fifty-nine Ais
2 hereby further amended by striking out in section two in the first
3 sentence the words “public utilities” and inserting in place thereof
4 the words: public works; and by striking out in section three in
5 the first sentence the words “public utilities” and inserting in place
6 thereof the words: public works; and by striking out in section
7 ten the second sentence and inserting in place thereof the following
8 sentence: The department of public works shall have general
9 supervision and regulation of, and jurisdiction and control over

10 such common carriers to the same extent as it has over railway
11 companies, except as to the issue of securities by persons whose
12 securities are not subject to the jurisdiction of the department;and
13 by striking out in section thirteen the words “of the department of
14 public works or”.

1 SECTION 32. Chapter one hundred and sixty of the General
2 Laws is hereby amended by striking out in section one the words
3 “public utilities” and inserting in place thereof the following
4 words: public works; and by striking out in section one hundred
5 and two the words “if the department also consents” and inserting
6in place thereof the following words:— if the public works
7 commission also consents; and by striking out in section one
8 hundred and four the words “department of public utilities” in the
9 first and second sentences and inserting in place thereof the

10 following words; public works commission; and by striking out
11 in section one hundred and twelve the word “clerk” and inserting in
12 place thereof the following word: secretary; and by striking out
13 in section one hundred and twenty-seven A the words “public
14 utilities” and inserting in place thereof the following words;
15 public works; and by striking out in section one hundred and forty-
-16 five the words “public utilities” and inserting in place thereof the
17 following words: public works.
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1 SECTION 33. Chapter one hundred and sixty-one of the
2 General Laws is hereby amended by striking out in section one the
3 words “public utilities” and inserting in place thereof the following
4 words: public works; and by striking out in section sixty-three
5 the word “clerk” and inserting in place thereof the following:
6 secretary; and by striking out in section eighty-two, as most
7 recently amended by chapter three hundred and ninety-four of the
8 acts of nineteen hundred and thirty-one, the words “department of
9 public utilities” and inserting in place thereof the following

10 words: public works commission; and by striking out in section
11 eighty-five the words “department of public utilities” and inserting
12 in place thereof the following words; public workscommission.

1 SECTION 34. Section three of chapter one hundred and sixty-
-2 one A of the General Laws is hereby amended by striking out the
3 words “public utilities” and inserting in place thereof the following
4 words: public works; and by adding to the first sentence of
5 paragraph (i) the following clause; and further provided that the
6 authority shall notify the department of public works of any
7 proposed changes in said mass transportation service not less than
8 thirty days before the effective date of said change.

1 SECTION 35. Section five of said chapter one hundred and
2 sixty-one A is hereby amended by striking out paragraph (k) and
3 inserting in place thereof the following paragraph:
4 (k) Any private company lawfully providing mass transportation
5 service in the area constituting the authority may conduct such
6 further operations without a contract as the department of public
7 works may permit in the future; any other person not under
8 contract with the authority who desires to provide such mass
9 transportation service in the area constituting the authority shall

10 be under the jurisdiction and control of the department of public
11 works; and provided, further, that whenever the authority desires
12 to add new routes for service in any area, it shall give preference in
13 the operation of such routes to the private carrier then serving such
14 area unless the authority concludes that such carrier has not
15 demonstrated an ability to render such service according to the
16 standards of the authority, that such service can be operated
17 directly by the authority at substantially lesser expense to the
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18 authority and the public than if operated by such private carrier, or
19 that for substantial and compelling reasons in the public interest
20 operation by such private carrier is not feasible.

1 SECTION 36. Section twenty-two of said chapter one hundred
2 and sixty-one A is hereby amended by striking out the words
3 “public utilities” wherever they are found and inserting in place
4 thereof the following words: public works.

1 SECTION 37. Section six of chapter one hundred and sixty-
-2 one B of the General Laws is hereby amended by striking out
3 paragraph (i) and inserting in place thereof the following
4 paragraph:
5 (i) to provide mass transportation service on an exclusive basis
6 and to regulate the provisions of any such service which may be
7 provided by persons not under contract with the authority without
8 being subject to the jurisdiction and control of the department of
9 public works except in any manner, except as provided in

10 paragraph (j) of section eight and except as to safety of equipment
11 and operations; provided that schedules and routes shall not be
12 considered matters of safety subject to the jurisdictionand control
13 of said department. In regulating such persons, the authority shall
14 exercise all the duties and powers of the department of public
15 works as provided in section of chapter sixteen. Nothing
16 contained in this paragraph shall be construed as exempting any
17 privately owned or controlled carrier, whether operating in-

-18 dependently or under contract with the authority, from obtaining
19 any license required under section one of chapter one hundredand
20 fifty-nine A. The authority shall notify the department of public
21 works of any proposed changes in the mass transportation services
22 provided by such authority not less than thirty days before the
23 effective date of said change.

1 SECTION 38. Section eight of said chapter one hundred and
2 sixty-one B is hereby amended by striking out paragraph (j) and
3 inserting in place thereof the following:
4 (j) Any private company lawfully providing mass transportation
5 service in the area constituting theauthority at the commencement
6 of operations by theauthority may continue so to operate the same
7 route or routes and levels of service as theretofore, and may
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8 conduct such further operations, without a contract as the
9 authority may permit. Persons not lawfully providing mass

10 transportation service at the commencement of operations by the
11 authority may provide such service as the authority may permit,
12 except that mass transportation services passing from inside the
13 area constituting the authority to outside said area, including but
14 not limited to the area constituting another regional transit
15 authority or the Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority
16 shall be under the jurisdiction and control of the department of
17 public works under the provisions of chapter sixteen. In the
18 exercise of its regulatory jurisdiction under paragraph (i) of section
19 six, the authority shall enter every vote order, recommendation or
20 decision of the authority which may be appealed to the department
21 of public works. Upon such appeal, the authority shall certify the
22 records of its proceedings in the same manner as the department of
23 public works as provided in section of said chapter sixteen.

1 SECTION 39. Chapter one hundred and sixty-two of the
2 GeneralLaws is hereby amended by striking out in sect ion one the
3 words “public utilities” and inserting in place thereof the
4 following: public works.

1 SECTION 40. Chapter one hundred and sixty-three of the
2 GeneralLaws is hereby amended by striking out in section one the
3 words “public utilities” and inserting in place thereof the words:
4 public works.

1 SECTION 41. Chapter three hundred and ninety-nine of the
2 acts of nineteen hundred and thirty-one, as mostrecently amended
3 by chapter ninety-three of the acts of nineteen hundred and thirty-
-4 three is hereby amended by striking out in section five in the first
5 sentence the words “public utilities” and inserting in place thereof
6 the following words: public works; and by striking out in section
7 six the words “public utilities” and inserting in place thereof the
8 words: public works; and by striking out in section seven the
9 words “public utilities” and inserting in place thereof the following

10 words;— public works.
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1 SECTION 42. The regulation and supervision of and jurisdic-
-2 tion and control over common carriers of persons or property as
3 defined in subsection (A) of section twelve of chapter one hundred
4 and fifty-nine of the GeneralLaws as amended by section of this
5 act of sightseeing vehicles under chapter three hundred and ninety-
-6 nine of the Acts of 1931 and of aircraft under section fourteen Aof
7 said chapter one hundred and fifty-nine now performed by the
8 department of public utilities is hereby transferred to the
9 department of public works. Unless a contrary intent appears, all

10 powers and duties of the department of public utilities pertaining
11 to the regulation and supervision of and jurisdiction and control
12 over said common carriers of persons or property and aircraft, as
13 existing immediately prior to the effective date of this act shall be
14 exercised and performed by the department of public works.

1 SECTION 43. All books, papers, records, documents, equip-
-2 ment, lands, interest in land, buildings, facilities, and other
3 property, both personal and real, which immediately prior to the
4 effective date of this act, are in the custody of the department of
5 public utilities from which powers and duties are transferred to the
6 department of public works by the provisions of this act, and which
7 relate to or are maintained for the purpose of the exercise of such
8 powers or the performance of such duties, are hereby transferred to
9 the department of public works; provided, that all such property

10 held in trust shall continue to be held in trust, by the department of
11 public works provided that if such agency shall decline such trust,
12 such trust shall be administered by the trustees appointed by any
13 court of competent jurisdiction upon application of any interested
14 person for such appointment or for instructions in connection
15 therewith.
16 All questions regarding the identification of such property and
17 of the agency to which custody thereof is transferred shall be
18 determined by the secretary for administration and finance.

1 SECTION 44. All moneys heretofore appropriated for the
2 department of public utilities, from which powers and duties
3 pertaining to said regulation and supervision of and jurisdiction
4 and control over said common carriers of persons or property of
5 sightseeing vehicles and of aircraft are transferred to the
6 department of public works the purpose of the exercise of such
7 powers or the performance of such duties, and remaining
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8 unexpended on the effective date of this act, are hereby transferred
9 to, and shall be available for, expenditure by the department of

10 public works. All questions regarding the identification of such
11 moneys and of the agency to which they are so transferred shall be
12 determined by the secretary of the administration and finance.

1 SECTION 45. All duly existing contracts, leases and
2 obligations of the department of public utilities pertaining to the
3 supervision and regulation of and jurisdiction and control over
4 common carriers of persons or property, aircraft and sightseeing
5 vehicles, from which powers and duties are transferred to the
6 department of public works by provisions of this act, which relate
7 to the exercise of such powers or the performance of such duties,
8 and which are in force immediately prior to the effective date of
9 this act, shall thereafter be performed by the department of public

10 works. This section shall not affect any renewal provision or
11 option to renew contained in any such lease in existence on said
12 effective date, all of which may thereafter be exercised by the
13 department of public works.
14 All questions regarding the identification of such contracts,
15 buses and obligations and of the agency to which performance
16 thereof is so transferred shall be determined by the secretary of
17 administration and finance.

1 SECTION 46. All petitions, hearings and other proceedings
2 pertaining to the regulation and supervision of and jurisdiction
3 and control over common carriers of persons or property, of
4 aircraft and of sightseeing vehicles duly brought before and all
5 prosecutions and legal and other proceedings pertaining to the
6 foregoing functions, powers and duties duly begun by the
7 department of public utilities from which powers and duties are
8 transferred to the department of public works and which are
9 pending immediately prior to the effective date of this act, shall

10 continue unabated notwithstanding the passage of this act, and
11 thereafter shall be completed before or by the department of public
12 works as the case may be.
13 All orders, rules and regulations duly promulgated, and all
14 licenses, permits, certificates and approvals duly granted by the
15 department of public utilities which arise from or relate to the
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16 exercise of such powers or the performance of such duties or
17 functions, and which are in force immediately prior to such
18 effective date, shall continue in force, and the provisions thereof
19 shall thereafter be enforced until superseded, revised, rescinded or
20 cancelled in accordance with law by the department of public
21 works.
22 All questions regarding the identification of such hearings,
23 petitions, prosecutions, proceedings, orders, rules, regulations,
24 licenses, permits, certificates and approvals, and of the agency to
25 which the completion or enforcement thereof is so transferred,
26 shall be determined by the secretary for administration and
27 finance.

1 SECTION 47. Wherever the name of the department of public
2 utilities appears in any statute, order, rule, regulation, or other
3 document related to the exercise of powers or the performance of
4 duties pertaining to the regulation and supervision of and
5 jurisdiction and control over common carriers of persons or
6 property ofaircraft and of sightseeing vehicles, such name shall be
7 construed as referring to the department of public works to which
8 such powers, duties and functions are so tranferred.

1 SECTION 48. All officers and employees of the rail and bus
2 division in the department of public utilities who, immediately
3 prior to the effective date of this act, hold positions classified under
4 chapter thirty-one of the General Laws, or have tenure in their
5 positions by reason of section nine A of chapter thirty of the
6 General Laws, are hereby transferred to the division of rail and bus
7 regulation within the department of public works, every such
8 transfer to be without impairment of civil service status, seniority,
9 retirement in compensation and salary grade.

10 All officers and employees of the rail and bus division of the
11 department of public utilities who, immediately prior to said
12 effective date, do not hold positions classified under said chapter
13 thirty-one, or do not have tenure in their positions by reason of
14 said section nine A, are hereby transferred to the division of rail
15 and bus regulation within the department of public utilities, every
16 such transfer to be without impairment of seniority, retirement and
17 other rights of the officer or employee, without interruption of
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18 service within the meaning of said section nine A, and without
19 reduction in compensation and salary grade.
20 Nothing in this section shall be construed to confer upon any
21 officer or employee any rights not held immediately prior to said
22 effective date, or to prohibit any subsequent reduction in
23 compensation or salary grade, transfer or reassignment, suspen-
-24 sion, discharge, layoff or abolition of position not prohibited prior
25 thereto.
26 All questions regarding the identification of such officers and
27 employees and of the agency or executive office to which they are
28 so transferred shall be determined by the commissioner of
29 administration.
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By Mr. Smith of Lynn, petition of James E. Smith that the
Department ofPublic Works be directed to construct a connectorroad
in the city of Lynn. Transportation.

In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Seventy-Eight

An Act authorizing and directing the department of public

WORKS TO CONSTRUCT A CONNECTOR ROAD IN THE LYNN AREA.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House ofRepresentatives in General
Court assembled, and by the authority of the same, as follows:

1 The department of public works for the purpose of providing
2 access to the central business district of the city of Lynn shall
3 construct an artery connecting route 107 to route lA.
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